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THE PROBLEM OF COUNTERFACTUAL
CONDITIONALS 1
I.

THE PROBLEM IN GENERAL

T

HE analysis of counterfactualconditionalsis no fussy little
grammaticalexercise. Indeed, if we lack the means for interpretingcounterfactualconditionals,we can hardlyclaim to have
any adequate philosophyof science. A satisfactorydefinitionof
scientificlaw, a satisfactorytheoryof confirmation
or of disposition
terms (and this includes not only predicatesending in "ible" and
"able" but almost every objective predicate, such as "is red"),
would solve a large part of the problem of counterfactuals. Accordingly,the lack of a solution to this problem implies that we
have no adequate treatmentof any of these other topics. Conversely,a solutionto the problemof counterfactualswould give us
the answer to critical questions about law, confirmation,
and the
meaningof potentiality.
I am not at all contendingthat the problemof counterfactuals
is logically or psychologicallythe firstof these related problems.
It makes little differencewhere we start if we can go ahead. If
the study of counterfactualshas up to now failed this pragmatic
test,the alternativeapproaches are littlebetteroff.
What, then,is the problem about counterfactualconditionals?
Let us confineourselves to those in which antecedentand consequent are inalterablyfalse-as, for example,when I say of a piece
of butterthatwas eaten yesterday,and that had neverbeen heated,
If that piece of butter had been heated to 150? F., it would have melted.

Consideredas truth-functional
compounds,all counterfactualsare
of course true,since theirantecedentsare false. Hence
If that piece of butter had been heated to 150? F., it would not have melted

would also hold. Obviously somethingdifferentis intended,and
the problem is to definethe circumstancesunder which a given
1 Slightly revised version of a paper read before the New York Philosophical Circle, May 11, 1946. My indebtedness in several matters to the work of
C. I. Lewis and of C. H. Langford has seemed too obvious to call for detailed
mention.
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counterfactualholdswhilethe opposingconditionalwiththe contradictoryconsequentfails to hold. And this criterionof truthmust
be set up in the face of the fact that a counterfactualby its nature
can never be subjected to any directempiricaltest by realizingits
antecedent.
In one sense the name "problem of counterfactuals"is misleading, because the problem is independentof the form in which a
given statementhappens to be expressed. The problemof counterfactuals is equally a problemof factual conditionals,for any counterfactualcan be transposedinto a conditionalwith a true antecedent and consequent;e.g.,
Since that butter did not melt, it wasn't heated to 1500 F.

The possibilityof such transformation
is of no great importanceexcept to clarifythe nature of our problem. That "since" occurs in
the contrapositiveshows that what is in question is a certainkind
of connectionbetweenthe two componentsentences;and the truth
of this kind of statement-whetherit is in the formof a counterfactual or factual conditional or some other form-depends not
upon the truthor falsityof the componentsbut upon whetherthe
intendedconnectionobtains. Recognizingthe possibilityof transformationserves mainly to focus attentionon the central problem
and to discouragespeculationas to the nature of counterfacts. Although I shall begin my study by consideringcounterfactualsas
such, it must be borne in mind that a general solution would explain the kind of connectioninvolved irrespectiveof any assumption as to the truthor falsityof the components.
The effectof transpositionupon another kind of conditional,
which I call "semifactual," is worthnoticingbriefly. Should we
assert
Even if the match had been scratched, it still would not have lighted,

we would uncompromisingly
reject as an equally good expression
of our meaningthe contrapositive,
Even if the match lighted, it still wasn't scratched.

not that the non-lightingcould
Our originalintentionwas to affirm
be inferredfromthe scratching,but simplythat the lightingcould
not be inferredfromthe scratching. Ordinarilya semifactualconditional has the forceof denyingwhat is affirmed
by the opposite,
fully counterfactualconditional. The sentence
Even had that match been scratched,it still wouldn't have lighted

is normallymeantas the directnegationof
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Had the match been scratched, it would have lighted.

while semiThat is to say, in practice full counterfactualsaffirm,
factuals deny,that a certainconnectionobtainsbetweenantecedent
and consequent.2 Thus it is clear why a semifactualgenerallyhas
not the same meaningas its contrapositive.
There are various special kinds of counterfactualsthat present
special problems. An example is the case of "counteridenticals,"
illustratedby the statements
If I were Julius Caesar, I wouldn't be alive in the twentiethcentury,

and
If Julius Caesar were I, he would be alive in the twentiethcentury.

Here, althoughthe antecedentin the two cases is a statementof the
same identity,we attach two differentconsequentswhich,on the
very assumptionof that identity,are incompatible. Anotherspecial class of counterfactualsis that of the "countercomparatives,"
with antecedentssuch as
If I had more money, . . .

The troublewiththeseis that whenwe tryto translatethe counterfactual into a statementabout a relationbetweentwo tenseless,nonmodal sentences,we get as an antecedentsomethinglike
If "I

have more money than I have" were true, . . .

althoughuse of a self-contradictory
antecedentwas plainly not the
originalintent. Again there are the "counterlegals," conditionals
with antecedentsthat eitherdeny general laws directly,as in
If triangles were squares, . . .

or else make a suppositionof particularfact that is not merelyfalse
but impossible,as in
If this cube of sugar were also spherical, . . .

All these kinds of counterfactualsofferinterestingbut not insurmountable special difficulties.3In order to concentrateupon the
2 The practical import of a semifactual is thus differentfrom its literal
meaning. Literally a semifactual and the corresponding counterfactual are
not contradictories but contraries, and both may be false (cf. footnote 8).
The presence of the auxiliary terms "even" and "still," or either of them,
is perhaps the idiomatic indication that a not quite literal meaning is intended.
3 Of the special kinds of counterfactualsmentioned,I shall have something
to say later about counteridenticalsand counterlegals. As for countercomparatives, the following procedure is appropriate:-Given "If I had arrived one
minute later, I would have missed the train," firstexpand this to " (3 t). t is
a time. I arrived(d) at t. If I had arrived one minute later than t, I would
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major problemsconcerningcounterfactualsin general,I shall usually choosemyexamplesin such a way as to avoid thesemorespecial
complications.
As I see it, there are two major problems,thoughthey are not
independentand may even be regardedas aspects of a single problem. A counterfactualis true if a certain connectionobtains between the antecedentand the consequent. But as is obvious from
examples already given, the consequent seldom follows from the
antecedentby logic alone. (1) In the firstplace, the assertionthat
a connectionholds is made on the presumptionthat certaincircumstancesnot stated in the antecedentobtain. When we say
If that match had been scratched,it would have lighted,

we mean that conditionsare such-i.e., the match is well made, is
dry enough, oxygen enough is present, etc.-that "That match
lights" can be inferredfrom "That match is scratched." Thus
the connectionwe affirm
may be regardedas joining the consequent
with the conjunctionof the antecedentand other statementsthat
truly describe relevant conditions. Notice especially that our assertionof the counterfactualis not conditionedupon these circumstancesobtaining. We do not assertthat the counterfactualis true
if the circumstancesobtain; rather,in assertingthe counterfactual
we commitourselvesto the actual truthof the statementsdescribing
the requisiterelevantconditions. The firstmajor problemis to definerelevantconditions;to specifywhat sentencesare meant to be
takenin conjunctionwithan antecedentas a basis forinferringthe
consequent. (2) But even afterthe particular relevantconditions
are specified,the connectionobtainingwill not ordinarilybe a logical one. The principlethat permitsinferenceof
That match lights

from
That match is scratched. That match is dry enough. Enough oxygen is
present. Etc.

is not a law of logic but what we call a natural or physicalor causal
law. The second major problem concerns the definitionof such
laws.
have missed the train." The counterfactual conditional constituting the final
clause of this conjunction can then be treated, within the quantified whole, in
the usual way. Translation into "If 'I arrive one minute later than t' were
true, then 'I miss the train' would have been true' does not give us a selfcontradictorycomponent.
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II. THE PROBLEMOF RELEVANTCONDITIONS
It mightseemnatural to proposethat the consequentfollowsby
law fromthe antecedentand a descriptionof the actual state-ofaffairsof the world,that we need hardly definerelevantconditions
because it will do no harm to include irrelevantones. But if we
say that the consequentfollowsby law fromthe antecedentand all
true statements,we encounter an immediate difficulty:-among
true sentencesis the negate of the antecedent,so that fromthe antecedent and all true sentenceseverythingfollows. Certainly this
gives us no way of distinguishingtrue fromfalse counterfactuals.
We are plainly no betteroffif we say that the consequentmust
follow fromsome set of true statementsconjoined with the antecedent; for given any counterfactualantecedentA, there will always be a set S-namely, the set consistingof - A-such that from
A S any consequent follows. (Hereafter I shall regularly use
"A" for the antecedent,"C" for the consequent,and "S" for the
set of statementsof the relevantconditions.)
Perhaps thenwe mustexclude statementslogicallyincompatible
with the antecedent. But this is insufficient;
for a parallel difficulty arises with respectto true statementswhich are not logically
but are otherwiseincompatiblewith the antecedent. For example,
take
If that radiator had frozen,it would have broken.

Amongtrue sentencesmay well be (S)
That radiator never reached a temperaturebelow

330

F.

Now it is certainlygenerallytrue that
All radiators that freeze but never reach below 330 F. break,

and also that
All radiators that freeze but never reach below

330

F. fail to break;

for thereare no such radiators. Thus fromthe antecedentof the
counterfactualand the given S, we can inferany consequent.
is to rule that
The natural proposal to remedy this difficulty
counterfactualscan not depend upon emptylaws; that the connection can be establishedonlyby a principleof the form"All x's are
y's" when there are some x's. But this is ineffectual. For if
emptyprinciplesare excluded,the followingnon-emptyprinciples
may be used in the case given withthe same result:
Everything that is either a radiator that freezes but does not reach below 330
F., or that is a soap bubble, breaks;
Everythingthat is either a radiator that freezes but does not reach below 330
P., or is powder, does not break.
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By these principleswe can inferany consequentfromthe A and S
in question.
The only course left open to us seems to be to definerelevant
conditionsas the set of all true statementseach of which is both
logically and non-logicallycompatiblewithA wherenon-logicalincompatibilitymeans violation of a non-logicallaw.4 But another
difficulty
immediatelyappears. In a counterfactualbeginning
If Jones were in Carolina, . . .

the antecedentis entirelycompatiblewith
Jones is not in South Carolina

and with
Jones is not in North Carolina

and with
North Carolina plus South Carolina is identical with Carolina;

but all these taken togetherwith the antecedentmake a set that is
self-incompatible,so that again any consequent would be forthcoming.
Clearly it will not help to require only that for some set S of
true sentences,A S be self-compatibleand lead by law to the consequent; for this would make a true counterfactualof
If Jones were in Carolina, he would be in South Carolina,

and also of
If Jones were in Carolina, he would be in North Carolina,

whichcan not both be true.
It seems that we must elaborate our criterionstill further,to
characterizea counterfactualas true if and onlyif thereis some set
S of true statementssuch that A S is self-compatibleand leads by
law to the consequent,while there is no such set S' such that ADS'
is self-compatible
and leads by law to the negate of the consequent.6
even
this is not enough. For among true sentences
Unfortunately
will be the negate of the consequent: - C. Is - C compatible
withA or not? If not,thenA alone withoutany additional condi4 This of course raises very serious questions, which I shall come to presently,about the nature of non-logical law.
5 Note that the requirement that A. S be self-compatible can be fulfilled
only if the antecedent is self-compatible; hence the conditionals I have called
Ccounterlegals" will all be false. This is convenientfor our present purpose
of investigating counterfactualsthat are not counterlegals. If it later appears
desirable to regard all or some counterlegals as true, special provisions may be
introduced.
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tions mustlead by law to C. But if - C is compatiblewith A (as
in mostcases), then if we take - C as our S, the conjunctionA S
will give us - C. Thus the criterionwe have set up will seldombe
satisfied;forsince -C will normallybe compatiblewithA-as the
need for introducingthe relevant conditionstestifies-therewill
normallybe an A (namely, - C) such that ADS is self-compatible
and leads by law to - C.
Part of our trouble lies in taking too narrow a view of our
problem. We have been tryingto lay down conditionsunder which
an A that is knownto be false leads to a C that is knownto be false;
but it is equally importantto make sure that our criteriondoes not
establisha similarconnectionbetweenour A and the (true) negate
of C. Because our S togetherwith A was to be so chosen as to
give us C, it seemedgratuitousto specifythat S mustbe compatible
with C; and because - C is true by supposition,S would necessarily be compatiblewith it. But we are testingwhetherour criterion not only admits the true counterfactualwe are concerned
withbut also excludes the opposingconditional. Accordingly,our
criterionmustbe modifiedby specifyingthat S be compatiblewith
both C and - C.6 In other words, S by itself must not decide
betweenC and - C, but S togetherwithA must lead to C but not
to - C. We need not knowwhetherC is true or false.
Our rule thus reads that a counterfactualis,true if and only if
thereis some set S of true sentencessuch that S is compatiblewith
C and with - C, and such that A S is self-compatibleand leads
by law to C; while there is no set S' compatiblewith C and with
- C, and such that A S' is self-compatibleand leads by law to
- C. As thus stated,the rule involvesa certain redundancy; but
simplificationis not in point here, for the criterionis still inadequate.
The requirementthat A *S be self-compatibleis not strong
enough; for S might comprisetrue sentencesthat although compatible with A, were such that they would not be true if A were
true. For this reason, many statementsthat we would regard as
definitelyfalse would be true according to the stated criterion.
As an example,considerthe familiarcase wherefor a given match
M, we would affirm
(I) If match M had been scratched,it would have lighted,
6 It is natural to inquire whether for similar reasons we should stipulate
that S must be compatible with both A and - A, but this is unnecessary. For
if S is incompatible with -.A, then A follows from S; thereforeif S is compatible with both C and - C, then A S can not lead by law to one but not the
other. Hence no sentence incompatible with - A can satisfy the other requirements for a suitable S.
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but deny
it wouldnot have been dry.7
(II) If matchM had been scratched,

According to our tentativecriterion,statementII would be quite
as true as statementI. For in the case of II, we may take as an
elementin our S the true sentence
MatchM did not light,

which is presumablycompatiblewith A (otherwisenothingwould
be requiredalong withA to reach the oppositeas the consequentof
the true counterfactualstatement,I). As our total A S we may
have
MatchM is scratched. It does notlight. It is well made. Oxygenenoughis
present. . . etc.;

and fromthis,by means of a legitimategeneral law, we can infer
It was not dry

and therewould seem to be no suitable set of sentencesS' such that
A S' leads by law to the negate of this consequent. Hence the
unwanted counterfactualis established in accord with our rule.
The troubleis caused by includingin our S a true statementwhich
thoughcompatiblewith A would not be true if A were. Accordingly we must exclude such statementsfrom the set of relevant
conditions; S, in addition to satisfyingthe other requirementsalready laid down, must be not merely compatible with A but
"jointly tenable" or "cotenable" with A. A is cotenable with S,
and the conjunctionA S self-cotenable,if it is not the case that S
would not be true if A were.8
Parentheticallyit may be noted that the relativefixityof conditions is often unclear, so that the speaker or writerhas to make
explicit additional provisos or give subtle verbal clues as to his
meaning. For example,each of the followingtwo counterfactuals
would normallybe accepted:
7 Of course,somesentences
to othermatchesunder
similarto II, referring
may be true; but the objectionto the proposedcriterionis
special conditions,
thatare patentlyfalse. I am
thatit wouldcommitus to manysuchstatements
indebtedto MortonG. White for a suggestionconcerningthe expositionof
thispoint.
8 The doublenegativecan notbe eliminated
here; for". . . if S wouldbe
a strongerrequirement.As we notedeartrueif A were" actuallyconstitutes
antecedent
havingthesamecounterfactual
lier (footnote2), if twoconditionals
are such that the consequentof one is the negate of the consequentof the
are contrariesand bothmaybe false. This will be the
other,the conditionals
suitableset of relevantconditionsthatin
case, forexample,if everyotherwise
conjunctionwiththe antecedentleads by law eitherto a givenconsequentor
its negateleads also to the other.
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If New York Citywerein Georgia,thenNew York Citywouldbe in the South.
If GeorgiaincludedNew York City,thenGeorgiawouldnot be entirelyin the
South.

Yet the antecedentsare logicallyindistinguishable. What happens
is that the directionof expressionbecomes important,because in
the formercase the meaningis
If New York Citywere in Georgia,and the boundariesof Georgiaremained
unchanged,
then. . .

while in the latter case the meaningis
If GeorgiaincludedNew York City,and the boundariesof New York Cityremainedunchanged,
then . . .

Withoutsome such cue to the meaning as is covertlygiven by the
word-order,we should be quite uncertainwhich of the two consequents in question could be truly attached. The same kind of explanation accounts for the paradoxical pairs of counteridenticals
mentionedearlier.
Returningnow to the proposedrule, I shall neitherofferfurther
correctionsof detail nor discuss whetherthe requirementthat S
be cotenablewithA makessuperfluoussome otherprovisionsof the
criterion;for such mattersbecome rather unimportantbeside the
really serious difficulty
that now confrontsus. In order to determine the truthof a given counterfactualit seems that we have to
determine,among otherthings,whetherthere is a suitable S that
is cotenable with A and meets certain furtherrequirements. But
in orderto determinewhetheror not a given S is cotenablewithA,
we have to determinewhetheror not the counterfactual"If A were
true,then S would not be true" is itselftrue. But this means determiningwhetheror not there is a suitable S1, cotenable with A,
that leads to - S and so on. Thus we findourselvesinvolvedin an
infiniteregressusor a circle; for cotenabilityis definedin termsof
counterfactuals,yet the meaning of counterfactualsis definedin
terms of cotenability. In other words to establish any counterfactual, it seems that we firsthave to determinethe truth of another. If so, we can neverexplain a counterfactualexceptin terms
of others, so that the problem of counterfactualsmust remain
unsolved.
Though unwillingto accept this conclusion,I do not at present
see any way of meetingthe difficulty.One naturallythinksof revising the whole treatmentof counterfactualsin such a way as to
admit firstthosethat depend on no conditionsotherthan the antecedent,and then use these counterfactualsas the criteria for the
cotenabilityof relevantconditionswith antecedentsof other coun-
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terfactuals,and so on. But this idea seems initially rather unof accountingby
promisingin view of the formidabledifficulties
such a step-by-stepmethodfor even so simple a counterfactualas:
If thematchhad been scratched,
it wouldhave lighted.

III. THE PROBLEMOF LAW
Even more serious is the second of the problemsmentionedearlier: the nature of the general statementsthat enable us to infer
the consequentupon the basis of the antecedentand the statement
of relevant conditions. The distinctionbetween these connecting
principles and relevant conditionsis impreciseand arbitrary; the
" connecting principles" might be conjoined to the conditionstatements,and the relation of the antecedent-conjunction(ADS)
to the consequentthus made a matterof logic. But the same problems would arise as to the kind of principlethat is capable of supportinga counterfactual;and it is convenientto considerthe connectingprinciplesseparately.
In order to infer the consequentof a counterfactualfromthe
antecedentA and a suitable statementof relevantconditionsS, we
make use of a general statement,namely,the generalization9 of the
conditionalhaving A S for antecedentand C for consequent. For
example,in the case of
If the matchhad been scratched,
it wouldhave lighted

the connectingprincipleis
Every match that is scratched, well made, dry enough, in enough oxygen, etc.,
lights.

But notice that not every counterfactualis actually supportedby
the principle thus arrived at, even if that principle is true. Suppose, forexample,that all I had in myrightpocketon V-E day was
a group of silver coins. Now we would not under normal circumstancesaffirm
of a givenpennyP
If P had been in my pocket on V-E day, P would have been silver,
9 The sense of "generalization" intended here is that explained by C. G.
Hempel in " A Purely Syntactical Definition of Confirmation," Journal of
Symbolic Logic, Vol. 8 (1943), pp. 122-143.
10 The antecedent in this example is intended to mean "If P, while remaining distinct from the things that were in fact in my pocket on V-E day,
had also been in my pocket then," and not the quite different,counteridentical
"If P had been identical with one of the things that were in my pocket on
V-E day. " While the antecedents of most counterfactuals (as, again, our
familiar one about the match) are-literally speaking-open to both sorts of
interpretation,ordinary usage normally calls for some explicit indication when
the counteridenticalmeaning is intended.
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even thoughfrom
P was in mypocketon V-E day

we can inferthe consequentby means of the general statement
in mypocketon V-E day was silver.
Everything

On the contrary,we would assert that if P had been in my pocket,
thenthis general statementwould not be true. The general statementwill notpermitus to inferthe givenconsequentfromthe counterfactualassumptionthat P was in my pocket,because the general
statementwill not itselfwithstandthat counterfactualassumption.
Though the supposed connectingprinciple is indeed general,true,
and perhaps even fully confirmedby observationof all cases, it is
incapable of supportinga counterfactualbecause it remainsa descriptionof accidental fact,not a law. The truthof a counterfactual conditionalthus seems to depend on whetherthe general sentencerequiredforthe inferenceis a law or not. If so, our problem
is to distinguishaccuratelybetweencausal laws and casual facts."
The problem illustratedby the example of the coins is closely
related to that which led us earlier to require the cotenabilityof
the antecedentand the relevantconditions,in orderto avoid resting
a counterfactualon any statementthat would not be true if the
antecedentwere true. But decision as to the cotenabilityof two
sentencesmust depend upon decisionsas to whetheror not certain
general statementsare laws, and we are now concerneddirectly
with the latterproblem. Is theresome way of distinguishinglaws
fromnon-lawsamongtrue universalstatementsof the kind in question,such that a law will be the sort of principlethat will support
a counterfactualconditionalwhile a non-lawwill not?
Any attemptto draw the distinctionby referenceto a notion
of causative force can be dismissedat once as unscientific. And
it is clear that no purely syntacticalcriterioncan be adequate, for
even the most special descriptionsof particular facts can be cast
in a form having any desired degree of syntacticaluniversality.
"Book B is small" becomes"Everythingthat is Q is small" if "Q"
stands for some predicate that applies uniquely to B. What then
does distinguisha law like
All buttermeltsat 1500 F.
11The importance
laws fromnon-lawsis too oftenoverof distinguishing
looked. If a clear distinctioncan be defined,it may servenot onlythe purposes explainedin the presentpaper but also manyof thosefor whichthe inereasinglydubious distinctionbetweenanalytic and syntheticstatementsis
ordinarilysupposedto be needed.
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froma true and general non-lawlike
All the coins in my pocket are silver7

Primarily,I would like to suggest,the fact that the firstis accepted
as true whilemany cases of it remainto be determined,the further,
unexaminedcases being predictedto conformwith it. The second
sentence,on the contrary,is accepted as a descriptionof contingent
fact afterthe determinationof all cases, no predictionof any of its
instances being based upon it. This proposal raises innumerable
problems,some of which I shall consider presently; but the idea
behind it is just that the principlewe use to decide counterfactual
cases is a principlewe are willingto commitourselvesto in deciding
unrealized cases that are still subject to directobservation.
As a firstapproximationthen,we mightsay that a law is a true
sentence used for making predictions. That laws are used predictivelyis of course a simple truism,and I am not proposingit as
a novelty. I want only to emphasizethe idea that rather than a
sentencebeing used for predictionbecause it is a law, it is called a
law because it is used for prediction; and that ratherthan the law
being used for predictionbecause it describesa causal connection,
the meaningof the causal connectionis to be interpretedin terms
of predictivelyused laws.
By the determinationof all instances,I mean simplythe examination or testingby othermeans of all thingsthat satisfythe antecedent, to decide whetherall satisfy the consequent also. There
are difficultquestions about the meaning of "instance," many of
which Professor Hempel has investigated. Most of these are
avoided in our present study by the fact that we are concerned
witha verynarrowclass of sentences:thosearrivedat by generalizing conditionalsof a certainkind. Remainingproblemsabout the
meaningof "instance" I shall have to ignorehere. As for "determination," I do not mean finaldiscoveryof truth,but only enough
examinationto reach a decisionas to whethera given statementor
its negate is to be admitted as evidence for the hypothesisin
question.
The limitedscope of our presentproblemmakes it unimportant
that our criterion,if applied generally to all statements,would
classifyas laws many statements-e.g.,true singular predictionsthat we would not normallycall laws.
A more pertinentpoint is the application of the proposed criterion to vacuous generalities. As the criterionstands, no conditional with an emptyantecedent-classwill be a law, for all its instances will have been determinedprior to its acceptance. Now
since the antecedentsof the statementswe are concernedwith will
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be generalizationsfromself-cotenableand thereforeself-compatible
conjunctions,none will be known to be vacuous.12 For example,
since
M is scratched. M is dry . . . (etc.)

is a self-compatible
set, the antecedentof
For every x, if x is scratched and x is dry (etc.), then x lights

will not be known to be false. But now we would still want the
generalizedprinciplejust given to be a law if it should just happen
to be the case that nothingsatisfiesthe antecedent. This discloses
a defectin our criterion,whichshould be amended to read as follows: A true statementof the kind in questionis a law if we accept
it beforewe knowthat the instanceswe have determinedare all the
instances.
For convenience,I shall use the term "lawlike" for sentences
which,whethertheyare true or not,satisfythe otherrequirements
in the definitionof law. A law is thus a sentencethat is both lawlike and true,but a sentencemay be true withoutbeing lawlike,as
I have illustrated,or lawlike withoutbeing true, as we are always
learningto our dismay.
Now the propertyof lawlikenessas so far definedis not only
ratheran accidental and subjective one but an ephemeralone that
sentencesmay acquire and lose. As an example of the undesirable
consequencesof this impermanence,a true sentencethat had been
used predictivelywould cease to be a law when it became fully
tested-i.e., when none of its instances remained undetermined.
The definition,then,mustbe restatedin some such way as this: A
general statementis lawlike if and only if it is acceptable prior to
the determinationof all its instances. This is immediatelyobjectionablebecause "acceptable" itselfis plainly a dispositionalterm;
but I proposeto use it onlytentatively,withthe idea of eliminating
it eventuallyby means of a non-dispositionaldefinition. Before
tryingto accomplishthat,however,we must face anotherdifficulty
in our tentativecriterionof lawlikeness.
Suppose that the appropriate generalizationfails to support a
given counterfactualbecause that generalization,while true, is unlawlike,as is
Everythingin my pocket is silver.
12 Had it been sufficient
in the preceding section to require only that AUS
be self-compatible,this requirementmight now be eliminated in favor of the
stipulation that the generalization of the conditional having A S as antecedent
and C as consequent should be non-vacuous; but this stipulation would not
guarantee the self-cotenabilityof A.S.
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All we would need do to get a law would be to broaden the antecedent strategically. Consider,for example,the sentence
Everything
thatis in mypocketor is a dimeis silver.

Since we have not examinedall dimes,this is a predictivestatement
and-since presumablytrue-would be a law. Now if we consider
our originalcounterfactualand chooseour S so that A S is
P is in mypocket. P is in mypocketor is a dime,

thenthe pseudo-lawjust constructedcan be used to inferfromthis
the sentence"P is silver." Thus the untrue counterfactualis established, if one prefers to avoid an alternationas a conditionstatement;the same result can be obtained by using a new predicate such as "dimo" to mean "is in my pocketor is a dime." 13
The change called for,I think,will make the definitionof lawlikenessread as follows:A sentenceis lawlike if its acceptancedoes
not depend upon the determinationof any given instance.14 Naturally this does not mean that acceptanceis to be independentof all
determinationof instances,but only that thereis no particular instance on the determinationof which acceptance depends. This
criterionexcludes fromthe class of laws a statementlike
That bookis black and orangesare spherical

on the ground that acceptance requires knowingwhetherthe book
is black; it excludes
Everything
thatis in mypocketor is a dimeis silver

on the ground that acceptance demands examinationof all things
in my pocket. Moreover,it excludes a statementlike
All themarblesin thisbag exceptNumber19 are red,and Number19 is black

on the ground that acceptance would depend on examinationof or
knowledge gained otherwise concerningmarble Number 19. In
fact the principle involved in the proposed criterionis a rather
powerfulone and seems to exclude most of the troublesomecases.
We must still, however,replace the notion of the acceptability
13 Apart fromthe special class of connecting
principleswe are concerned
with,note that underthe stated criterionof lawlikeness,any statementcould
be expandedinto a lawlikeone; for example:given"This book is black" we
could use the predictivesentence"This book is black and all orangesare
spherical" to arguethattheblacknessof thebookis theconsequenceof a law.
14 So stated,the definition
countsvacuousprinciplesas laws. If we read
instead"given class of instances,"vacuousprincipleswill be non-lawssince
theiracceptancedependsuponexaminationof thenull class of instances. For
is as good as the other.
mypresentpurposesthe one formulation
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of a sentence,or of its acceptance dependingor not dependingon
some given knowledge,by a positivedefinitionof such dependence.
It is clear that to say that the acceptance of a given statementdepends upon a certain kind and amount of evidence is to say that
given such evidence,acceptance of the statementis in accord with
certaingeneral standards for the acceptanceof statementsthat are
not fully tested. So one turns naturally to theoriesof induction
and confirmationto learn the distinguishingfactors or circumstancesthat determinewhetheror not a sentenceis acceptable without completeevidence. But publicationson confirmation
not only
have failed to make clear the distinctionbetween confirmableand
non-confirmable
statements,but show little recognitionthat such a
problemexists.15 Yet obviouslyin the case of some sentenceslike
in mypocketis silver
Everything

or
No twentieth-century
presidentof the UnitedStates will be between6 feet 1
inchand 6 feet11/2 inchestall,

not even the testingwithpositiveresultsof all but a singleinstance
is likelyto lead us to accept the sentenceand predictthat the one
remaininginstance will conformto it; while for other sentences
such as
All dimesare silver

or
All buttermeltsat 150? F.

or
All flowers
of plantsdescendedfromthisseed will be yellow

positive determinationof even a few instancesmay lead us to accept the sentencewith confidenceand make predictionsin accordance with it.
There is some hope that cases like these can be dealt with by a
careful and intricateelaboration of current confirmasufficiently
tion theories; but inattentionto the problemof distinguishingbetweenconfirmableand non-confirmable
sentenceshas left mostconfirmationtheoriesopen to more damaging counterexamplesof an
elementarykind.
Suppose we designatethe 26 marblesin a sack by the lettersof
15 The points discussed in this and the following paragraph have been dealt
with a little more fully in my "Query on Confirmation," this JOURNAL, Vol.
XLIII (1946), pp. 383-385.
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thealphabet,usingthesemerelyas propernameshavingno ordinal
.Supposefurther
significance.
thatwe are toldthatall themarbles
exceptd are red,butwe are nottoldwhatcolord is. By theusual
kindof confirmation
forthe
theorythisgivesstrongconfirmation
statement
Ra. Bb. BR. Rd....

RB

because25 of the26 casesare knownto be favorablewhilenoneis
knownto be unfavorable.But unfortunately
the sameargument
wouldshowthattheverysameevidencewouldequallyconfirm
Ra. Rb. Be. Re....

.
Rz-d,

foragain we have 25 favorableand no unfavorablecases. Thus
"Rd" and "- Rd" are equally and stronglyconfirmed
by the
sameevidence. If I am requiredto use a singlepredicateinstead
of both"R" and "- R1" in the secondcase, I will use "P" to
mean:
is in the sack and eitheris not d and is red,or is d and is not red.

Thentheevidencewillbe 25 positivecasesfor
All themarblesare P

fromwhichit followsthatd is P, whichimpliesthatd is notred.
The problemof whatstatements
are confirmable
merelybecomes
the equivalentproblemof what predicatesare projectiblefrom
knownto unknowncases.
So far,I have discoveredno way of meetingthesedifficulties.
Yet as we haveseen,somesolutionis urgently
wantedforourpresent purpose;foronlywherewillingness
to accepta statement
involvespredictions
of instancesthatmaybe testeddoes acceptance
endowthatstatement
withthe authority
to governcounterfactual
cases,whichcan notbe directlytested.
In conclusion,
then,someproblemsabout counterfactuals
depend upon the definition
of cotenability,
whichin turnseemsto
dependuponthepriorsolutionofthoseproblems. Otherproblems
requirean adequatedefinition
of law. The tentativecriterion
of
law hereproposedis reasonably
satisfactory
in excluding
unwanted
kindsof statements,
and in effect,
reducesone aspectof our problemto thequestionhowto definethecircumstances
underwhicha
statement
is acceptableindependently
of thedetermination
of any
giveninstance. But thisquestionI do notknowhowto answer.
OFPENNSYLVANIA
UNIVERSITY
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